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Growth Optimal Investment in Horse Race Markets with
Costs

Garud N. Iyengar, Member, IEEE,and Thomas M. Cover, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—We formulate the problem of growth optimal investment
in horse race markets with proportional costs and study growth optimal
strategies both for stochastic horse races as well as races where one does
not make any distributional assumptions. Our results extend all known
results for frictionless horse race markets to their natural analog in
markets with costs.

Index Terms—Growth optimality, proportional transaction costs, uni-
versal investment.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this work we formulate the problem of growth optimal investment
in horse race markets with proportional transaction costs. These mar-
kets are, as the name suggests, very much like horse races, i.e., in every
market period one of the assets pays off and all the other assets pay
nothing. In fact, the wealth invested in these assets is lost completely.
Horse race markets, also called erodible asset markets, are very special
cases of general markets and are in a sense the extreme points for the
distribution of asset returns [1], [2].

The objective of growth optimal investment is to maximize the
long-run interest rate. Growth optimal investment in independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) horse race markets with no transaction
costs was introduced by Kelly [3]. Kelly showed that log-optimum
investment, where the investor maximizes the conditional expected
logarithm of his one-step return, maximizes the growth rate of the
cumulative wealth. Kelly established a duality between the entropy
rate and the growth rate by showing that they sum to a constant.
Breiman [4] extended this framework to investment in i.i.d. markets
with general asset returns. Algoet and Cover [5] showed that con-
ditionally log-optimum investment is, indeed, growth optimal for
all frictionless stationary ergodic markets with general asset returns.
This work (see also [6]) extended the duality between information
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rate and growth rate to stationary ergodic markets. Subsequently,
Cover [7] introduced universal investment where one does not make
any distributional assumptions on the sequence of asset returns and
constructed a sequential policy that does as well in growth rate as
any other constant rebalanced policy, even those chosen in hindsight.
The universal result was extended to an individual sequence result by
Ordentlich and Cover [2], [8].

The preceding work assumes that transactions in the market do not
incur any costs. Unfortunately, the policies designed for frictionless
markets do not perform well in a market with costs. In fact, in a contin-
uous time market such policies lead to immediate bankruptcy [9]. The
situation in discrete time markets is not as severe [10], but one can do
substantially better by incorporating the costs into the model. Growth
optimal investment in markets with costs was introduced by Taksaret
al. [11] in the context of geometric Wiener markets with one risky asset
and cash. Several related works, notably Daviset al.[9] and Akianet al.
[12], study investment policies that maximize the discounted utility of
the consumption stream in markets with costs. Iyengar [13] and Akian
et al. [14] have recently extended continuous time growth optimal in-
vestment to the general case of several risky assets.

The outline of this correspondence is as follows. In Section II
we introduce our model for a market with proportional transaction
costs and then formulate the problem of growth optimal investment
in discrete-time stochastic horse race markets. We show that the
conditionally log-optimum policy is growth-optimal. We then discuss
some properties of the log-optimum policy and its sensitivity to the
information structure. Although the results in this section are specific
to the special case of horse race markets, we believe that the intuition
developed here will generalize to general discrete-time markets
[15]. Section III studies universal investment in horse race markets
with proportional transaction costs. The last section includes some
concluding remarks, connection to general markets, and some open
issues.

II. I NVESTMENT IN REPEATEDSTOCHASTIC HORSERACES

A horse race market is characterized by a sequencefXn : n � 1g
of price relative vectors independently and identically distributed as
follows:

Xn = [0; . . . ; 0

i�1

; oi; 0; . . . ; 0

m�i

]t = oiei

with probability pi; i = 1; . . . ;m; whereei denotes theith basis
vector. Thus only one of the assets (horses) pays offoi for 1 odds and
all the otherm�1 assets pay nothing. Although we make the assump-
tion that the sequencefXn : n � 1g is i.i.d., we show later in this
section that the results easily generalize to include stationary, ergodic
horse race markets.

The market is assumed to have proportional transaction costs, i.e.,
every transaction incurs a cost proportional to the dollar amount of the
transaction. The rate of proportional cost levied on asseti is denoted by
�i, i.e., the sale of 1 dollar’s worth of asseti nets only(1��i) dollars;
and similarly, the purchase of 1 dollar’s worth of asseti costs(1+�i)
dollars. (Although we assume that the costs are symmetric, the analysis
extends to the asymmetric case almost as is.) We assume that cash is
the intermediary in all transactions. Therefore, if the investor wants to
move one dollar from asseti to assetj, he must first sell a dollar’s worth
of asseti to get(1 � �i) assets in cash and then reinvest this amount
in assetj to net(1 � �i)=(1 + �j) dollars worth of assetj. Notice
that although the structure of market returns is that of horse races, we
retain the structure of transaction costs of general stock markets. We
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take this approach since we are interested in analyzing horse races as
an instance of the general market with the hope that the understanding
will translate to the general case.

A portfolio vectorb = (b(1); b(2); . . . ; b(m)); m

i=1
b(i) = 1, rep-

resents the proportion of the wealth in the various assets. We allow
only long positions in the assets, which requires that the proportions
b(i) � 0, for all i = 1; . . . ;m. We will denote the space of allowed
portfolios byB, i.e.,

B = b 2 RRR
m

b(i) � 0;

m

i=1

b(i) = 1 :

The investor begins with an initial wealthS1 = 1, which he invests
in the portfoliob1. As a consequence of the transaction costs, the net
wealth of the investor in the portfoliob1 is less than the initial dollar.
We denote the resulting wealth byw(b1). Since investingw(b1)b1(i)
dollars in asseti costs the investor(1 + �i)w(b1)b1(i), it follows that
the net wealthw(b1) is given by the equation

w(b1) =
1

m

i=1

(1 + �i)b1(i)
:

To be specific, the portfolio of the investor isb1 2 B, the dollar
value of the investment isw(b1), and the dollar holdings are
(w(b1)b1(1); . . . ; w(b1)b1(m)) 2 RRRm

+ .
Subsequently, the market reveals the price relative vectorX1, and the

w(b1)b1(i) dollars invested in asseti is now worthw(b1)b1(i)X1(i).
As a result, the net wealthS2 at the beginning of the second market
period is

S2 =

m

i=1

w(b1)b1(i)X1(i) = w(b1)b
t
1X1

and the portfolioz2 2 B of the investor at the beginning of the second
market period is given by

z2(i) =
w(b1)b1(i)X1(i)

S2
=

b1(i)X1(i)

bt1X1

; i = 1; . . . ;m:

Since only one of the components ofX1 is nonzero, we can express
the portfolioz2 more simply as

z2 =
X1

m

i=1

X1(i)
:

Therefore, the portfolio of the investor at the beginning of the second
period is

z2 = ei; with probabilitypi; i = 1; . . . ; m:

The investor is now allowed to readjust his portfolio to a new portfolio
b2 before the price relative vectorX2 is revealed. (In contrast with real
horse races we do not require that the investor “cash out” his holdings
in the winning horse and reinvest in the horses.) This process, then,
repeats itself in every market period.

Notice that the first investment period is distinguished in that the in-
vestor has wealthS1 = 1, which he distributes freely over the available
assets. In the subsequent investment periods the investor has his wealth
tied up in one asset (the asset that “won” in the previous period) and
wishes to redistribute his wealth.

At the beginning of thenth market period, the net wealth of the in-
vestor is denoted bySn, and the portfolio of the investor is denoted by
zn, where

zn =
Xn�1

m

i=1

Xn�1(i)
= ei;

with probabilitypi; i = 1; . . . ;m.
We will denote the readjusted portfolio at timen by bn. The read-

justment fromzn to bn results in a loss of wealth because of the trans-
action costs. If the investor with wealthSn in portfolio zn reinvests his
wealth in a new portfoliobn, then the net wealth will drop fromSn to
w(bn; zn)Sn, where the factorw(bn; zn) is given by the nonnegative
solutionw of the equation

1 = w +

m

i=1

�ijwbn(i)� zn(i)j: (1)

Equation (1) equates the initial wealth to the sum of the final wealthw

and the costs
i
�ijwbn(i) � zn(i)j incurred in the trade. Since the

transaction costs are proportional, the net wealth invested in portfolio
bn is given byw(bn; zn)Sn.

Thus at the beginning of the periodn + 1, the total wealthSn+1 is
given by

Sn+1 = w(bn; zn) b
t
nXn Sn: (2)

Since the initial wealthS1 = 1, the compounded wealthSn is given by

Sn =

n�1

k=1

w(bk; zk) b
t
kXk (3)

where we definew(b1; z1) = w(b1) for notational uniformity.
In this work we are interested in maximizing the growth rateg of the

wealthSn, whereg is defined as

g = liminf
n!1

1

n
EEE logSn

= liminf
n!1

1

n

n�1

k=1

EEE log w(bk; zk)b
t
kXk : (4)

We restrict the investor to policies that are nonanticipating and self-fi-
nancing, i.e., all transaction costs and future investments are financed
by the wealth generated by the policy without any fresh wealth. We
allow the investment policy to be arbitrarily dependent on the past
portfolios, past investment decisions, and the past realizations of the
market. Notice that we do not restrict the investor from using random-
ization or any prediction about the future that he might possess. The set
of all such policies, the admissible policies, is denoted by�.

Given this framework, the optimization problem is as follows. Char-
acterize the optimal growth rateg given by

g = sup
�2�

liminf
n!1

1

n
EEE logS�n (5)

whereS�n is the total wealth generated by policy� up to timen. And
if the supremum in (5) is achieved, then characterize a policy�opt that
achievesg, i.e., a policy that is growth-optimal.

Extending the ideas of Kelly [3] and Algoet and Cover [5], we define
the conditionally log-optimum policy�� as follows. At timen = 1, the
policy �� invests the initial dollar in the portfolio

b
�
1 = argmax

b2B

EEE log(w(b; z1)b
t
X): (6)
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At the beginning of each subsequent periodn � 2, the policy�� cor-
rects the portfolio of the investor to

b�n = argmax
b2B

EEEflog(w(b; zn)b
tX) j zng (7)

i.e., the portfolio choiceb�n at timen is a function of the portfoliozn at
the beginning of the market period. We will denote the wealth stream
associated with�� by S�n. Since the decision at timen is completely
determined by the portfoliozn, the policy�� is Markov and nonan-
ticipating. By the definition ofw(bn; zn), it follows that the policy is
self-financing. Thus�� is an admissible policy.

A more explicit description of�� is as follows. Supposezn = ei,
i.e., theith asset “wins” in the(n � 1)th market period. Since all the
wealth is invested in asseti the investment decision consists of selling
a certain fraction of the holdings in asseti and then reinvesting the
resulting cash in the other assets. Suppose the investor sells a fraction
(1� qi) of his wealth asseti and invest the proceeds(1� �i)(1� qi)
into the other assets. If the fraction invested in horsej is (1 � �i)qj ,
then the self-financing constraint implies that

j 6=i

(1� �i)qj = (1� �i)(1� qi): (8)

Thus the fractionw(b; ei)b(j) invested in assetj is given by

w(b; ei)b(j) =
qi; j = i
(1�� )
(1+� ) (1� qi); i 6= j:

For a givenqi, a generic term in the sum in (4) can be rewritten as
follows:

EEE log(w(b; ei)b
tX) = pi log(qioi)

+
j 6=i

pj log
1� �i
1 + �j

qjoj

=

m

j=1

pj log(oj) +

m

j=1

pj log(qj)

+
j 6=i

pj log
1� �i
1 + �j

=

m

j=1

pj log(oj)�H(p)�D(pkq)

+
j 6=i

pj log
1� �i
1 + �j

(9)

where

H(p) = �

m

i=1

pi log(pi)

is the entropy ofp, and

D(pkq) =

m

i=1

pi log(pi=qi)

is the relative entropy betweenp andq. (From (8) we have thatq 2 B
and, therefore, can be interpreted as a probability mass function.)

SinceD(pkq) � 0, with equality if and only ifp = q, it follows
that the optimal choice forq in (9) is p. Working backward from the
definition of q, we see that the dollar amounts invested in the assets
j 6= i after asseti “wins,” i.e., zn = ei, is (1� �i)pj . Therefore, the

optimal portfoliob�i 2 RRRm
+ whenzn = ei is

b�i (j) =

p

p + p
; j = i;

p

p + p
; j 6= i;

j = 1; . . . ;m: (10)

A similar analysis shows that the optimal portfoliob�1 at timen = 1 is
given by

b�1 = p: (11)

The policy�� has the following simple characterization. If asseti
wins, keep a proportionpi of it and sell(1 � pi). Take the proceeds
(1� �i)(1� pi) of the sale and invest it in the remaining assets in the
proportions(p1; p2; . . . ; pi�1; pi+1; . . . ; pm), i.e., invest(1��i)pj in
assetj 6= i. As a result, the final wealth is distributed according to

(1p1; . . . ; i�1pi�1; pi; i+1pi+1; . . . ; mpm)

where j = (1 � �i)=(1 + �j). Thus the intent is always the
same—place sell and buy orders as if there were no transactions costs
[3] and accept whatever you get as a result.

SincefXn : n � 1g is assumed to be i.i.d., it follows from (9) that
the growth rateg� associated with the policy�� is given by

g� =

m

i=1

pi

m

j=1

pj log(oj)�H(p) +
j 6=i

pj log
1� �i
1 + �j

=

m

j=1

pj log(oj)�H(p) +

m

i=1

pi(1� pi) log
1� �i
1 + �i

: (12)

Thus

g� = g0 +

m

i=1

pi(1� pi) log
1� �i
1 + �i

whereg0 is the growth rate in frictionless markets.
The first result of this correspondence states that the conditional log-

optimum policy�� is growth-optimal.

Theorem 1: In a horse race market withm assets, where asseti pays
oi for 1 odds with probabilitypi, the optimal growth rate of wealthg
is given by

g =

m

i=1

pi log(oi)�H(p) +

m

i=1

pi(1� pi) log
1� �i
1 + �i

(13)

where

H(p) = �

m

i=1

pi log(pi)

is the entropy of the probability mass functionp = (p1; . . . ; pm).
Moreover, the conditionally log-optimum policy�� described in (10)
and (11) is growth-optimal.

Proof: Let �� be the conditionally log-optimum policy defined
by (10) and (11). Let� be any other admissible policy. LetfS�n : n �
1g andfb�n : n � 1g be the corresponding wealth stream and portfolio
choices, respectively.

For any policy� 2 �, the sequence of market opening portfolios
fz�ng is given by

z�n =
Xn�1

m

i=1

Xn�1(i)
= z�n; 8n � 2
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Fig. 1. Optimum policy with transaction costs.

wherefz�n : n � 2g are the sequence of market opening portfolios
corresponding to the conditionally log-optimum policy��.

Therefore,z�n = z�n for all policies� 2 � on a sample-path-by-
sample-path basis. In the rest of the proof, we will denote the sequence
of market opening portfolios byfzng.

Let PPP �
z be the conditional distribution ofb�n given zn. Since the

policy � is nonanticipating, we have

EEE log w (b�n; zn) (b
�
n)

t
Xn zn

=
B

EEE log w(b; zn)b
t
X PPP

�
z (db);

�
B

EEE log w (b�z ; zn) (b
�

z )
t
X PPP

�
z (db);

= EEE log w(b�z ; zn) (b
�

z )
t
X ;

= EEEflog(w(b�n; zn)(b
�

n)
t
Xn) j zng (14)

where (14) follows from the definition of the conditionally log-op-
timum policy��.

SinceS�n+1 = (w(b�n; zn)(b
�
n)

tXn)S
�
n, it follows that

EEE log
S�n+1

S�n
zn � EEE log

S
�
n+1

S
�
n

zn :

On unconditioning we have

EEE log
S�n+1

S�n
� EEE log

S
�
n+1

S
�
n

:

Since the initial wealthS1 = S�1 = 1, we have

EEE logS�n = EEE

n�1

k=1

log
S�k+1

S�k

� EEE

n�1

k=1

log
S
�

k+1

S
�

k

= EEE logS�n:

Therefore,

liminf
n!1

1

n
EEE log

S�n

Sn
� 0:

From (12) it follows that the growth rate is

g = g
� =

m

i=1

pi log(oi)�H(p)+

m

i=1

pi(1�pi) log
1� �i

1 + �i
:

It is easy to show that the probability mass functionp lies in the
convex hull of the the optimal portfolio choicesb�i defined in (10).
Therefore, the optimal policy no longer corrects the investor’s portfolio
to the optimal frictionless portfoliop [3]; instead, it corrects the port-
folio to the “nearest” portfolio on the boundary of a set that contains
the optimal frictionless portfoliop (see Fig. 1). This interpretation of
the optimal policy extends to general discrete-time markets [15].

Moreover, from the characterization of the growth rateg, given in
(13), the duality between growth rate and the entropy rateH(p) is ap-
parent; costs simply decrease the growth rate by a constant. Thus the
lossl(�) due to transactions costs is given by

l(�) =

m

i=1

pi(1� pi) log
1� �i

1 + �i
: (15)

In the limit of small transaction costs

l(�) � �2

m

i=1

pi(1� pi)�i:

(This asymptotic result is different from the asymptotic result for con-
tinuous time markets [13], [16].)

Unfortunately, the above proof technique does not extend to general
markets with costs. The crux of the proof is that the sequence of market
opening portfoliosfzn : n � 1g is the same for all policies� 2
�—one and only one asset “wins,” and which asset “wins” is not a
function of the bets put on it! This is not true in general markets. We
present the solution for the general i.i.d. market in [15].
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Example 1: Suppose the market consists of three assets paying 6
for 1 odds, each of which “wins” with equal probability, i.e.,pi =

1

3
;

i = 1; 2; 3. Suppose also that the transaction cost�i = 0:2 for all i.
Then the optimal portfolio choiceb�1 is given by

b�1 =
1

1

3
+ 2

3

1�0:2
1+0:2

1

3

1

3

1�0:2

1+0:2

1

3

1�0:2

1+0:2

=

3

7
2

7
2

7

:

Similarly, the portfoliob�2 andb�3 are given by

b�2 =

2

7
3

7
2

7

b�3 =

2

7
2

7
3

7

:

The corresponding growth rateg� is given by

g� =

3

i=1

pi log(pioi) +

3

i=1

pi(1� pi) log
1� �i
1 + �i

=
2

3
log

2

3
+ 1:

Note that

p =
1

3
b�1 +

1

3
b�2 +

1

3
b�3:

Thusp is in the convex hull ofb�i , as previously noted.

From the explicit characterization of the policy�� and the growth
rateg, several results follow.

Theorem 2: Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the log-optimum
policy �� achieves the growth rateg in an almost sure sense, i.e.,

lim
n!1

1

n
logS�n = g; with probability1

wherefS�n : n � 1g is the wealth generated by��.
Proof: Let nij be the number of times the pair(ei; ej) appears

in the firstn terms of the sequencefzk : k � 1g. Then

logS�n =
ij

nij log(w(b
�
i ; ei)b

�
i (j)oj):

Sincefzk : k � 1g is i.i.d., it follows that for alli; j

lim
n!1

nij
n

= pij = pipj ; with probability1:

Therefore,

lim
n!1

1

n
logS�n = lim

n!1

m

i;j=1

nij
n

log(w(b�i ; ei)b
�
i (j)oj);

=

m

i;j=1

pipj log(w(b
�
i ; ei)b

�
i (j)oj);

= g:

The next result establishes that the policy�� is optimal in an almost
sure sense as well.

Theorem 3: Let fS�n : n � 0g be the wealth generated by the
optimal policy�� andfS�

n : n � 0g be the wealth stream generated
by any admissible policy�, then

limsup
n!1

1

n
log

S�
n

S�n
� 0; with probability1:

Proof: Let fbn : n � 1g be the sequence of portfolios generated
by the any policy� andfb�n : n � 1g be the sequence corresponding
to the conditionally log-optimum policy��. By construction we have

EEE log(w(b�1)(b
�
1)

tX) = max
b2B

EEE log(w(b)btX)

� EEE log(w(b1)(b1)
tX);

and for alli = 1; . . . ;m

EEEf logw(b�n; zn)(b
�
n)

tX j zn = eig

= max
b2B

EEEflogw(b; zn)b
tX j zn = eig

� EEE logw(bn; zn)b
t
nX zn = ei :

Therefore, for alln � 1

EEE log
w(bn; zn)b

t
nX

w(b�n; zn)(b�n)tX
� 1: (16)

SinceS�
1 = 1 and

S�
n =

n�1

k=1

w(bk; zk)(b
�

k)
tXk

we have that for alln � 1

EEE log
S�
n

S�n
� 0: (17)

We next establish that (17) implies thatEEE(S�
n=S

�
n) � 1, for all n � 1.

The proof is identical to proofs of [1, Theorem 2] and [5, Theorem 1 ].
Suppose there exists an admissible policy� 2 � and a time instant

n such that

EEE
S�
n

S�n
> 1: (18)

Let �� be the policy that divides the initial wealthS1 = 1 into an
amount�(>0) invested according to the policy� and an amount
(1 � �)(>0) invested according to the policy��, pooling the money
“on paper” only at timen. Then, the wealthS�

n , corresponding to the
policy ��, is given by

S�
n = �S�

n + (1� �)S�n:

The policy �� is clearly admissible and from (18) it follows that
EEE(S�

n=S
�
n) > 1. We will now derive a contradiction by establishing

thatEEE log(S�
n=S

�
n) > 0.

DefineY = (S�
n=S

�
n)� 1 andYc = minfY; cg. Since, by hypoth-

esis,EEEY > 0, there exists a real numberc0 � 2 such thatEEEYc > 0.
From a Taylor series expansion it follows that

log S�
n=S

�
n � log(1 + �Yc ) = �Yc �

a2

2

for somea between� and�Yc . SinceYc � c0, we have that

log S�
n=S

�
n � �Yc �

�2c20
2

:

Finally, sinceEEEYc > 0, it is possible to choose� sufficiently small
so that

EEE log
S�
n

S�n
> 0:

This contradicts (17), thereby proving that for all� 2 �; and alln � 1

EEE
S�
n

S�n
� 1: (19)
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By Markov’s inequality, we have for all� > 0

PPP
1

n
log

S�
n

S�

n

> � = PPP
S�
n

S�

n

> e�n

� e��nEEE
S�
n

S�n
� e��n:

Therefore,

1

n=1

PPP
1

n
log

S�
n

S�n
> � �

1

n=1

e��n <1:

By the Borel–Cantelli Lemma, it follows that

PPP
1

n
log

S�
n

S�n
> �; i.o. = 0:

Since� was arbitrary, it follows that for all� 2 �

limsup
n!1

1

n
log

S�
n

S�n
� 0; with probability1:

An argument similar to that presented in [5] proves thatMn =
(Sn=S

�
n) is a nonnegative supermartingale that converges to a nonneg-

ative random variableY such thatEEEY � 1.
Using the results in [5] one can easily extend the results to stationary

ergodic horse race markets. We state the result and refer the reader to
[5] to reconstruct the proof.

Theorem 4: Let fXn : �1 < n < 1g be the sequence of price
relative vectors of a stationary ergodic horse race market with propor-
tional transaction costsf�i : 1 � i � mg. Define the conditionally
log-optimum policy�� = (b�1; b

�
2; . . .) as follows:

b�n = argmax
b2B

EEE log(w(b; zn)b
tXn) Xn�1

1

i.e., the policy invests all the wealth in the conditionally log-optimum
portfolio given the past information. Then this policy�� is growth-
optimal and the associated maximum growth rateg� is given by

g� = EEE log o(X0) X�1�1 �H X0 X�1�1

�EEE log
1� �(X0)

1 + �(X0)
(1� �(X0; X�1)) X�1�1 (20)

whereo(X0) = oi; �(X0) = �i if X0 = oiei, and�(X0; X�1) is the
discrete� function, i.e.,

�(X0; X�1) =
1; X0 = X�1
0; otherwise:

The next two results investigate the effect of the information structure
on the achievable growth rate. Up to this point, we have assumed that
the investor has perfect knowledge of the distribution of the market se-
quencefXn : n � 0g. Instead, if the investor were to have only an
estimate of the distribution, the achievable growth rate would neces-
sarily be reduced. We show that this loss in growth rate is given by the
relative entropy distance of the estimate from the true distribution.

Theorem 5: Let the sequence of price relativesfXn : n � 1g of a
horse market with proportional transaction costsf�i : 1 � i � mg be
i.i.d. according to

PPP (Xn = oiei) = pi; i = 1; . . . ; m:

Supposêp = (p̂1; . . . ; p̂m) is the investor’s estimate of the distribution
of the asset price relativesXn. Then the growth ratêg of the condition-
ally log-optimum policy corresponding to the estimatep̂ is given by

ĝ = g �D(pkp̂) (21)

whereg is the growth rate corresponding to the true distributionp and

D(pkp̂) =

m

j=1

pj log(pj=p̂j)

is the relative entropy distance between the true distributionp and the
estimatep̂.

Remark 1: Note that the loss in growth rate due to actions based
on an incorrect distribution̂p does not depend on the transaction costs.
This result does not extend to general markets.

Remark 2: Note thatD(pkp̂)�0, with equality if and only ifp= p̂:
Thus ĝ � g.

Proof: Since the investor estimates the true distribution to bep̂,
if follows form (10) that the optimal portfolio whenzn = ei is given
by

b̂i(j) =
(p̂i) p̂i +

l 6=i

1��

1+�
p̂l ; j = i

1��

1+�
p̂j p̂i + l6=i

1��

1+�
p̂l ; j 6= i:

Therefore, the corresponding growth rate is given by

g(p̂) = EEE log w(b̂n; zn)b̂
t
nXn

=

m

i=1

pi
j 6=i

pj log
1� �i
1 + �j

+

m

j=1

pj log(p̂(j)oj)

=

m

i=1

pi(1� pi) log
1� �i
1 + �i

+

m

i=1

pi log(pioi)

�

m

i=1

pi log
pi
p̂i

= g �D(pkp̂);

whereD(pkp̂) is the relative entropy distance between the true distri-
butionp and the estimatêp.

Thus an error in estimating the distribution results in an lower growth
rate of wealth. Or equivalently, an error in the portfolio choicebn is
penalized by a decrease in the growth rate of wealth. This property is
exploited in the next section to show the existence of a universal policy
for horse race markets with proportional transaction costs.

The next result characterizes the achievable growth rate when the
investor has access to side informationfYk : k � 1g. We assume that
the sequencef(Xk; Yk) : k � 1g is i.i.d., and that the portfolio at time
k is allowed to depend on the observed value ofYk.

Theorem 6: Let fYk : k � 1g be side information for a horse race
market withf(Xk; Yk) : k � 1g i.i.d., then the achievable growth rate
gY with side information is given by

gY = g + I(X; Y )

whereg is the growth rate without side information andI(X;Y ) is the
mutual information betweenX andY .

Proof: The result follows from Theorem 5 and the fact that
I(X;Y ) = D(p(x; y)kp(x)p(y)).
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III. U NIVERSAL INVESTMENT IN HORSERACES

In the last section, the market was stochastic and the asset returns
were distributed according to a known distribution. In this section, we
remove all stochastic assumptions on the asset returns. This will yield
a so-called individual sequence result.

As before, however, one of the assets pays off and all the other assets
pay nothing. To emphasize the fact that the market price relatives are
no longer stochastic we represent them by the sequencefxn : n � 0g,
with eachxn 2 foiei : 1 � i � mg. As before, the sequencefzn :
n � 1gwill refer to the market opening portfolios of the investors, i.e.,

zn =
xn�1

m

j=1

xn�1(j)
2 fej : 1 � j � mg:

We make a simplifying assumption that the investor begins with all the
wealth in asset1, i.e.,z1(1) = 1. This is not a loss in generality since
the wealth increases exponentially and the initial conditions wash out
in the limit.

In this section, we restrict the investor to use stationary, first-order
Markov self-financing policies, i.e., the decision at timen is indepen-
dent of the time instantn and depends only on the previous market real-
izationzn. Therefore, any admissible investment policy� can be equiv-
alently described by a collection ofm vectors(b�1; . . . ; b

�
m); b�i 2 B,

with the interpretation that at timen the investor rebalances to the port-
folio b�i if zn = ei. Since each of the portfoliosb�i 2 B, the set of all
admissible policies isBm.

We do not restrict the investors to use nonanticipating policies. In
fact, we allow the investors to choose the investment policy with hind-
sight, i.e., the stationary investment policy up until thenth market out-
come can be chosen after observing the market sequencexn1 = fxk :
1 � k � ng. The main result of this section establishes that there is a
universal nonanticipating policy that performs as well as any stationary
policy, to first order in the exponent, even those chosen with hindsight.
This universal policy, although Markov, is not stationary.

We introduce some new notation. We will denote the wealth factor
w(bk; zk) associated with the policy� byw�

k, i.e.,

w�

k = w (b�i ; ei) ; if zk = ei: (22)

The one-step wealth generated by policy� at timek on the market
sequencexn1 is denoted byW �

k , i.e.,

W �

k = b�i (j)oj; if zk = ei; zk+1 = ej : (23)

The wealthS�n generated by the policy� over the market sequence
xn1 = fx1; . . . ; xng; xi 2 fo1e1; . . . ; omemg, is given by

S�n =

n

k=1

w�

kW
�

k

=

m

k=1

(w(b�k; ek)ok)
n

m

i;j=1

(bi(j))
n (24)

wherenij is the number of times the pair(ei; ej) occurs inxn1 , and
ni = j

nij . Collecting terms we have

1

n
log (S�n) =

m

i;j=1

pn(i; j) log (w(b
�
i ; ei)bi(j)oj) (25)

wherepn(i; j) = nij=n is the empirical distribution of the pair(i; j).
Let ��n be the policy that maximizes the value ofS�n, i.e., the best sta-
tionary policy with hindsight for a given realizationxn1 . We will denote
the corresponding wealth byS�n, i.e.,S�n = max�2B S�n is the max-
imum wealth achievable on the sequencexn1 = (x1; . . . ; xn) given
hindsight.

Next, we define our candidate universal policŷ�. The policy
�̂ invests d�=

B
d� dollars in the policy � associated with

(b1; . . . ; bm) 2 Bm, and then manages each of the little pools
separately. At timek, a dollar invested in policy� is worth S�k and
is invested in portfoliozk. Since the initial wealth invested in the
policy � wasd�=

B
d�, we have that the wealtĥSk generated by

the policy�̂ is given by

Ŝk = B
S�k d�

B
d�

: (26)

Furthermore, at timek, the policy� dictates a move from the portfolio
zk to the portfoliob�k, resulting in wealthw�

kS
�

k at b�k. The portfolio
b̂k corresponding to the universal policŷ� is obtained by weighting
the portfolio of each of the individual policies� by the corresponding
wealthw�

kS
�

k , i.e.,

b̂k = B
w�S�kb

�

k d�

B
w�

kS
�

k d�
: (27)

This policy�̂ is the counterpart for the market with transaction costs to
the universal policy defined in [7]. The policŷ� is nonanticipating and
self-financing.

The following theorem establishes the main result of this section.

Theorem 7: Let ��n be the best horizon-n policy in hindsight and
let S�n be the wealth associated with��n. Let �̂ be the universal policy
andŜn be the corresponding wealth. Then for alln > nmin and every
market sequencefxk : k � 1g

Ŝn
S�n

�
e�(1+n )

n�m(m�1)

where

nmin = 2�max=(1� �max)

and

�max = maxf�i : 1 � i � mg:

Remark 3: The wealthŜn corresponding to the universal policy
�̂ tracks S�n, the maximum wealth achievable given hindsight, to
within a polynomial factor. Thus the difference in growth rate
(1=n) log(Ŝn=S

�
n) ! 0.

Remark 4: If �max<
1
3
, thennmin<1. Therefore, the result holds

for all n� 1.
Proof: Fix the time horizonn and denote the best stationary

policy with hindsight by��. In the rest of the proof we will denote
W �

n ; b�n andS�n byW �
n ; �

�
n andS�n, respectively.

Fix � 2 (0; 1) and a policy�v with the corresponding vector
(v1; v2; . . . ; vm)2Bm. Define the policy��= (1��)��+��v , i.e.,
the policy�� at timek rebalances tobi=(1��)b�i+�vi if zk=ei. As
in the case with policy��; W�

n ; b
�
n; andS�n will denoteW �

n ; b�n ;
andS�n , respectively.

The wealthW�
k generated by the policy�� at timek

W�
k = (1� �)W �

k + �W �

k ;

� (1� �)W �
k : (28)

One feasible way of correcting the portfolio fromzk to b�k is to first
move fromzk to b�k and then move a proportion from b�k to b�k such
that the final portfolio isb�k . Letw = w(b�k ; b�k). Then is the solution
of the equation

� =
w

w + (1� )
:

One dollar atzk nets((1� )+ w)w�k dollars atb�k . Substituting for
, we get

(1� ) + w = (1 + �(1=w� 1))�1

� 1� �nmin:
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It follows that the repositioning factorw�
n can be bounded by

w�
n � (1� �nmin)w

�

k: (29)

The total wealthS�n generated by the policy�� = (1 � �)�� + ��v
over the market sequencexn1 is given by

S�n =

n

k=1

w�
nW

�
n

�

n

k=1

((1� �nmin)w
�

k) ((1� �)W �

k ) (30)

= (1� �nmin)
n(1� �)nS�

n (31)

where (30) follows from the lower bounds developed in (28) and (29).
Define a setG as follows:

G = f� j 9(v1; . . . ; vm) 2 Bm

with (b�1; . . . ; b
�
m) = (1� �)(b�1; . . . ; b

�

m) + �(v1; . . . ; vm)g :

From (31) we have that for all� 2 G

S�n � (1� �)n(1� �nmin)
nS�

n:

Using the characterization in (26) and the bounds developed above, the
wealthŜn generated by the universal policŷ� can be bounded by

Ŝn = B
S�n d�

B
d�

� G
S�n d�

B
d�

� G
(1� �nmin)

n(1� �)nS�n d�

B
d�

= (1� �)n(1� �nmin)
nS�n �

G
d�

B
d�

= (1� �)n(1� �nmin)
nS�n�

m(m�1):

Choose� = 1=n. Then, for alln > nmin, we have the following lower
bound onŜn=S�n:

Ŝn
S�n

� 1�
1

n

n

1�
nmin

n

n 1

n

�m(m�1)

�
e�(1+n )

nm(m�1)
:

This proves the theorem.

Although not immediately obvious from the proof, we have used
Laplace’s method of integration to get a lower bound on the integral
characterizing the wealth generated by the universal policy.

The following corollary establishes that the universal policy�̂
achieves the same growth rate as the best stationary Markov policy
chosen in hindsight.

Corollary 1: The wealth sequencefŜn : n � 1g generated by the
universal policy�̂ asymptotically does as well as the sequencefS�n :
n � 1g generated by the policies chosen in hindsight, in the sense that
for every market sequencefxn : n � 1g

liminf
n!1

1

n
log

Ŝn
S�n

� 0: (32)

Proof: The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 7.

Since the universal policy does as well as the best policy in hind-
sight, it immediately follows that if the market is stochastic then the
universal policy achieves the optimal growth rate corresponding to the
true market distribution.

Corollary 2: In a horse race market with i.i.d. price relative vectors
and maximum achievable growth rateg, the wealth sequencefŜn :
n � 1g associated with the universal policŷ� satisfies

liminf
n!1

1

n
log(Ŝn) = g; with probability1: (33)

Remark 5: This result remains true even if the market sequence
fXn : n � 1g is first-order Markov instead of i.i.d. The universal
policy �̂ achieves the maximal growth rate corresponding to the best
Markov policy.

Proof: Let �p be a conditionally log-optimum policy for the sto-
chastic market andfSpn : n � 1g be the corresponding wealth stream.
Since the wealthS�n associated with the horizon-n optimal policy��n
is always no less thanSpn for all time instantsn, it follows that

limsup
n!1

1

n
logS�n � limsup

n!1

1

n
logSpn: (34)

From Corollary 1 it follows that for all market sequences

liminf
n!1

1

n
log Ŝn � limsup

n!1

1

n
logSpn: (35)

Also, from Theorem 3 it follows that

liminf
n!1

1

n
logSpn � limsup

n!1

1

n
log Ŝn; with probability1: (36)

Therefore, from (35) and (36) it follows that

lim
n!1

1

n
log Ŝn = lim

n!1

1

n
logSpn; with probability1:

Theorem 2 identifies the limit asg; therefore,

lim
n!1

1

n
log Ŝn = g; with probability1: (37)

Thus the universal policy is able to “learn” the optimal policy corre-
sponding to the unknown i.i.d. measure on the horse race market “on
the fly” and still achieve the same growth rate.

IV. CONCLUSION

Growth optimal investment in horse race or erodible asset markets
with proportional transactions costs is similar to the problem without
costs. For the stochastic horse race markets we show that the condi-
tionally log-optimum policy still remains growth-optimal. At timen,
if zn = ei, the optimal policy invests all the wealth in the portfoliob�n
given by

b�n = argmax
b2B

EEE log(w(b; ei)b
tXn) Xn�1

1 :

The portfoliob�n is explicitly given as follows:

b�n(j) =

p

p + p
; j = i;

p

p + p
; j 6= i;

j = 1; . . . ; m

wherep(n�1)j = PPP (Xn = ojej jX
n�1
0 ). This policy is very similar to

the optimal policyfb0n : n � 1g given by Algoet [5] for the frictionless
case, where

b0n = argmax
b2B

EEE log(btXn Xn�1
1

= p(n�1):

The optimal policy in a horse race market with transactions costs has
the following simple characterization. If asseti wins, keep a propor-
tionp(n�1)i of it and sell(1�p

(n�1)
i ). Take the proceeds(1��i)(1�

p
(n�1)
i ) of the sale and invest it in the remaining assets in the propor-

tions

(p
(n�1)
1 ; p

(n�1)
2 ; . . . ; p

(n�1)
i�1 ; p

(n�1)
i+1 ; . . . ; p(n�1)m )
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i.e., invest(1� �i)p
(n�1)
j in assetj 6= i. As a result, the final wealth

is distributed according to

(1p
(n�1)
1 ; . . . ; i�1p

(n�1)
i�1 ; p

(n�1)
i ; i+1p

(n�1)
i+1 ; . . . ; mp(n�1)m )

where j = (1 � �i)=(1 + �j). Thus the intent is always the
same—place sell and buy orders as if there were no transactions costs
([5], [3]) and accept whatever you get as a result.

The maximum achievable growth rateg� in a stationary, ergodic
market with transaction costs is given by

g� = max
b2B

EEE log(w(b; z0)b
tX1) X0

�1

= EEE log o(X0) X�1�1 �H X0 X�1�1

�EEE log
1� �(X0)

1 + �(X0)
(1� �(X0; X�1)) X�1�1

which again bears a very close similarity to the maximum growth rate
in frictionless marketsg0 given by

g0 = max
b2B

EEE log(btX1) X0
�1

= EEE [log o(X0)]�H X0 X�1�1 :

The similarity also manifests itself in the dual relationship of the max-
imum growth rates and minimum information rates.

We also show that the universal investment results in [7] can be easily
extended to the case of markets with proportional transaction costs. The
cost of universality is only polynomial in the time horizon and does not
affect the asymptotic growth rate.

Horse race markets are a very special extreme case of general mar-
kets but may provide an example of the general behavior of optimal
strategies in general markets. For example, in the stochastic framework,
Barron and Cover [17] show that the increase in growth due to side in-
formation is maximized for horse race markets. Cover and Ordentlich
[2], [8] set up a minimax game where the investor chooses the sta-
tionary investment policy and nature chooses the sequence of market
price relative vectors. They show that horse race markets achieve the
minimax equilibrium for this game.

Horse race markets are considerably simpler to analyze because the
sequence of market opening portfolios of the investors is the same,
independent of the policy. This is not the case in general markets; as a
result, comparing policies is hard. We have a solution of the problem
when the market price relatives are i.i.d. or finite-order Markov. The
solution relies on results from Markov decision problems and some
selection theorems [15]. We believe that the solution method presented
in this work can be extended to the general case by defining a suitable
coupling between the wealth processes of the admissible policies.
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Iterated Logarithmic Expansions of the Pathwise Code
Lengths for Exponential Families

Lei Li and Bin Yu, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Rissanen’s minimum description length (MDL) principle is a
statistical modeling principle motivated by coding theory. For exponential
families we obtain pathwise expansions, to the constant order, of the pre-
dictive and mixture code lengths used in MDL. The results are useful for
understanding different MDL forms.

Index Terms—Exponential family, law of iterated logarithm, minimum
description length (MDL), mixture code, predictive code.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The minimum description length (MDL) principle was introduced
by Rissanen as a fundamental principle to model data, see [15], [17],
and the reference list in [18]. If we encode data from a source by prefix
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